
CHERKASY UKRAINIAN FLEET - LOVE SAIL UKRAINE
FREEDOM, INSPIRATION, CREATIVITY, HAPPINESS!



Incredible, striking imagination of the beauty of Ukraine
Peace and tranquillity of the wonderful nature which 
intercepts the breath
Spring, summer, autumn!
Bright 180 days of freedom, creativity, inspiration, 
happiness and unforgettable memories
This is Ukraine
This is Cherkassy
This is Cherkasy Ukrainian Fleet -
«LoveSailUkraine»
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Ukraine -
bright 180 days of freedom!



Why Cherkasy?

Did you know that Cherkasy is the classiest city on the 
seafront?
Yes, the very real sea!
Almost 200 km along the 25 km across - this is Cherkasy Sea!
There is everything that you can only imagine
Islands, forests, beaches, excellent hotels and restaurants and 
fantastic fishing - almost unlimited recreational opportunities 
on the yacht
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Cherkasy, The Sea, The Yachts!



Why the first IYFR Ukrainian Fleet was created
in Cherkasy?
On the basis of Yacht Club Cherkasy - a sports non-profit organization
with 40 years of history!
Yacht Club Cherkasy provides all kinds of support for the development
of the project and the Rotary movement on the club's online resources
- on sites and pages in social networks:
www.yachtclub.ck.ua 
http://arenda.yachtclub.ck.ua 
https://facebook.com/yachtclub.ck.ua
Any initiative of Rotary clubs of Cherkasy and Ukraine and Rotarians all
over the world will be supported by Yacht Club Cherkasy!
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Yacht Club Cherkasy



Moreover, during the last 3 years, Yacht Club Cherkasy with Rotary
Club of Cherkasy cares for Cherkasy Children's Cancer Center, 
supports volunteer programs for organizing leisure activities for
children from the Donetsk and Luhansk Regions of Ukraine, takes part
in psychological and sports rehabilitation of Ukrainian soldiers from
the territory of Donbass conflict and members of their families
- Cherkasy Ukrainian Fleet is a way to serve to universal human 
ideals, local community, people, young people!
- It helps in popularization of the Rotary movement in Cherkasy and 
Ukraine!
- It is an opportunity for the Rotarians from all over the world to have 
a good time and relax in Ukraine under Rotary Sails
- Your support is of immense importance, because our mission is to 
spread beauty and new possibilities of ecological recreation with the 
help of sailing trips along the Dnipro River and other reservoirs of our 
country! 5

Shared projects, common ideals!



12 sailing regattas annually in Yacht Club Cherkasy is a vivid 
opportunity to promote sailing and healthy lifestyles among 
young people
180 sunny and warm days in Cherkasy are unlimited 
possibilities for ecological recreation on Dnipro River, where 
there is clear water, clean air and no external stimuli, except for 
wind and birds
The idea of   creating a subdivision of Rotary Fleet in Ukraine 
envisages the first involvement in the project implementation 
and the cooperation with rotarians inloved of sailing from 
Ukraine and other countries of the world
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New opportunities 
of sports and lifestyle



In 2019, 15-17th June, Cherkasy yachtsmen, who grew up on children's yachting, 
created together with RC Cherkasy and Rotarians from District 2232 Cherkasy Ukrainian Fleet

Cherkasy yachtsmen became members of Rotary Club Cherkasy
And now we appeal to the worldwide Rotary community and present their our restoration project

(after more than 25 years break) of the Children's Sailing School (Cherkasy, Ukraine)



Cherkasy Ukrainian Fleet Chartering



- The end of the Soviet era
- the financial problems of independent Ukraine
- the lack of understanding of the importance of sports 
in general and sailing for children in particular –
were the factors that led to the closure of all children's 
sailing schools in Cherkasy, the sale of all yachts and all 
property to individuals. Children's sailing in Cherkasy 
was gone.
On December 27, 1981, sailing enthusiasts who built 
their own cruising yachts united and formed the Civic 
Sports Organization - Cherkasy Yacht Club “Parus”:
- at first the number of members of the club was 11 
people
- in 2019 their number has increased to 126 people 
- there are many family dynasties among the yacht 
club members



The Freedom of Sailing - for children!
We are loocking for foering Rotary 
clubs and IYFR Fleets to realize this 
GG project togerther with Rotary 

International help 
and with patner Public organization 

“Federation of Maritime Combat 
Martial Arts” 

in Cherkasy region

Goal of the project:
Fundraising within the framework of a global 

grant for thee purchase of special sports 
equipment and sailing equipment for the 

restoration of the Children's Sailing School
(Cherkasy, Ukraine)



Welcome on our
Regattas in 2020!



26-28.06.2020
District 2232 Cherkasy annual IYFR meeting during "Cossack Sail Regatta“and

children sailing compatitions
28.06.2020- Ceremony of the Inauguration of  District 2232 Governor Vira Syriamina

at the national ethnographic park “Kyivska Rus”
29.06.2020 –Chartering of a new Kyivska_Rus_Ukrainian_Fleet

03-05.07.2020 
annual 10th International Regatta "Sails of Rotary" in Mykolaiv

04.07.2020 –Chartering of a new Black Sea Ukrainian Fleet
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Welcome on board!

Rotary Club Cherkasy sincerely and gladly invites
all non-carriers aboard - Servus! Rotary Club Cherkasy sincerely and gladly invites
all IYFR members – because Rotary really connects the world!



Let’s start one more time together on June, 26-28 in Cherkasy-will continure on June, 29 in Kyiv 
and on July, 3-5, 2020 in Mykolaiv!



Olha Paliychuk
Founder Commodore 

2019-2021 
of the Cherkasy Ukrainian 

Fleet
+38 050 520 7352

e-mail: 
oncology@2upost.com

Mykola Stebljanko

District 2232 Governor

+38 067 650 3018

e-mail: sniko@ukr.net

CONTACTS


